We construct SL(2, R) invariant in anisotropic medium, with a dual anisotropic charged black hole geometry in massive gravity. We show how to obtain SL(2, R) elements in terms of new degrees of freedom for Electromagnetic configuration, and construct the general expressions for conductivity with SL(2, R) invariant. The holographic conductivities can be calculated using horizon data in an external magnetic field, and we show the numerical results using the linear response theory. *
Introduction
Gauge/gravity duality has become a well-established method to make a study on strongly interacting systems in (non-)conformal field theory. Motivated by M/Sting theory, Anti de sitter/Conformal Field Theory(AdS/CFT) correspondence is obtained from the low energy limit when field theory on brane decouples from the bulk. On such energy scale, AdS spacetime geometry can be matched with onedimensional lower quantum field theory. AdS/CFT correspondence suggests that information about dual operator of large N coupling gauge field can be obtained from classical limit of supergravity as long as AdS radius is large. In general, the nonperturbative properties of strongly interacting system can be described by the dynamic of AdS geometry of classical gravity defined at asymptotic AdS region [1, 2, 3, 4] . One of the main applications of AdS/CFT correspondence is the study of hydrodynamic, which is first investigated in [5, 6] . This prescription opens a possibility to consider condense matter physics in strongly interacting many-body problem in point of view of holography. As a result, Anti de sitter/Condense Matter Theory correspondence has been intensively studied to construct a theoretical framework to describe, for example, the properties of transport coefficients.
One of the surprising results predicted by the framework of holography related to conductivity is the quantum critical phenomena of cuprates. There exist the intermediate scaling behavior, and has been studied in different models such as lattice physics and massive gravity in isotropic structure [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . It is also generalised to the phenomena in anisotropic medium in [13] . However, there are still some unsolved issues related to intermediate scaling behavior (78) where the offset b = 0, and we will discuss about how our present model motivated from spatially anisotropic system in [13] , has improved the scenario. See also the study in anisotropic phase [14, 15] . It is also well-known that to consider transport coefficients in presence of translation symmetry will not lead to a well-defined DC conductivity. Thus, impurity should be introduced into the system which mimics the structure of real materials. To achieve this, people have considered transport function with a broken translation symmetry. To associate the system with momentum relaxation, people have considered models such as inhomogeneous scalar field [16, 17, 18, 13] , Q-lattice [19, 20, 21, 12] and non-linear massive gravity [9, 10, 11, 22] . In particular, momentum dissipation is turned on in two directions (x-and y-directions) by the axion fields leading to interesting results for hydrodynamic quantities [13] .
However, in order to consider anisotropy in both directions associated with Electromagnetic (EM) duality, we can no longer treat axion field depending on linearly spatial coordinates which is due to inhomogeneity. As a result, we study a similar model based on [13] with non-linear massive gravity due to the fact that conductivity in massive gravity is equivalent to spatial coordinate dependent scalar field model [10] . However, one will see that our present model with anisotropic massive gravity provides interesting results, particularly, the universal scaling behavior in an intermediate frequency regime. The gravity model we will consider includes a local gauge, dilaton, and axion fields, and all of these are radial coordinate dependent. The massive term contains reference metric with an ansatz depending on radial coordinate as well which plays an important role in engineering anisotropic black brane. In order to check the properties of anisotropic medium, we study electric conductivity by turning on vector fluctuations. We compare AC conductivity near zero frequency limit with DC conductivity expressions obtained near horizon limit. After obtaining conductivity from electrically charged black brane, we discuss Dude form and intermediate scaling behavior. Then, from conductivities of the electrically charged configuration, we calculate Hall conductivity by using SL(2, R) transformation. We will also discuss the cyclotron poles and compare our results with magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) studied in [25, 26] at appropriate limit where our system is approaching isotropy and translation symmetry.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Secion 2 we construct SL(2, R) invariant dual charged black hole geometry with anisotropic medium and show how to obtain SL(2, R) elements in terms of new degrees of freedom for EM configuration. We then calculate conductivity using horizon data in an external magnetic field and construct general expressions for conductivity with SL(2, R) invariant in Secion 3. After these set up, we show how anisotropic RN-AdS background solutions can be obtained from massive gravity model which will be used to consider linear response theory in Secion 4. We remark our results in Secion 5.
AdS Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton-Axion Model in Massive Gravity
Recently, it has been well known that a finite DC conductivity requires breaking of the spatial translation symmetry. In the holographic model, there are several ways to break such symmetry. One is to take into account a spatially linear axion field which leads to a momentum relaxation geometry [13] . Another way is to introduce a graviton mass to break the diffeomorphism invariance. For the latter case, it was known that adding an additional Axionic-Chern-Simons term,ãF F , gives rise to the electromagnetic (EM) duality at the equation of motion level. Since this Axionic-Chern-Simons term leads to a nontrivial Hall conductivity, the following gravity theory is useful to study the finite DC conductivity as well as the Hall conductivity of the dual field theory
where p 1 and p 2 are constant parameters.
[K] is the trace of square root tensor defined by K µ σ K σ ν ≡ g µσ f σν [27, 28, 29] and f µν is the reference metric which breaks diffeomorphism in x-and y-directions
Note that different values of k 1 and k 2 lead to an anisotropic geometry. Einstein equations are obtained as
with energy-momentum tensor
Then, the equations of motion for all fields are summarized as
Notice that there is noF term in Einstein equation, due to its definition which includes 1/ √ −g. Also, in purely electric or magnetic charge, either F orF automatically vanishes. But we can study conductivity for EM field using SL(2, R) invariance. Introducing new complex variables to check the invariance under SL(2, R) transformation
one can rewrite equation of motion (5)- (8) following the notation in [30] 
whereλ is complex conjugate of λ. Equations (10)- (12) are invariant under SL(2, R) transformation
We can check this SL(2, R) symmetry in a simpler way. First, it is invariant under shift symmetry of hermitian matrice
so that λ → λ + b and it is trivial to see that equations of motion (10)- (12) are invariant. The second one is the transformation under traceless unitary matrice
so that λ → −1/λ andλ → −1/λ, and the field strength transforms as
Equation (11) interchange with Bianchi identity 1 and (12) are invariant under (16) .Furthermore, Einstein Equation (10) is also invariant following the prescription in [31] .
Using the following metric ansatz
the last two terms of (4) reduce to
which implies that T xx = T yy if U 1 = U 2 . Thus, the resulting solution must be anisotropic for k 1 = k 2 , as mentioned before. When we take the following background gauge field
we can get the conserved electric charge, Q = −e U 1 +U 2 −2φ A t , from (6) . SinceF term automatically vanishes in this case, the resulting field strength becomes
Due to the coupling to the scalar field, this field strength induces an effective potential for the scalar field Similarly, if both electric and magnetic charges are allowed, the field strength satisfying the Maxwell equation becomes [32] 
Notice that we distinguish above EM charged excitation by using the bar-symbol to denote the new configuration after duality transformation Notice that (22) satisfies (11) as well as Bianchi identities ∇ (µFνρ) = 0. Then, we also have scalar effective potential as been done in [33] V ef f =λ
and (23) reduces to (21) for electrically charged solution withQ m = 0. Starting from this electrically charged solution, after the EM duality transformation, we obtain (22) with (25), we find the following relation
Using SL(2, R) transformation in (13) , this relation can be further reduced tō
Since an effective potential of the scalar field must be invariant under duality transformation, (21) and (23) should be equal. This fact gives rise to
and substituting this relation into (26) leads to
where c =Q m /Q from (24) . From the constraint ad − bc = 1, lastly, we have
Above electrically charged system can be classified by four free parameters, M , Q, and asymptotic values of λ 10 =ã| z→0 and λ 20 = e −2φ | z→0 . After the duality transformation, since the duality transformation renders three more parameters, the resulting system has totally seven parameters. However, a dyonic solution requires only five independent parameters such asM ,Q e ,Q m ,λ 10 andλ 20 . This fact implies that there are two parameter redundancies. In order to get rid of such redundancies, we can choose specific values for λ 10 and Q. We take λ 10 = 0 and Q will be determined in terms of k 1 and k 2 in later sections. 2 
Holographic Conductivities
In this section, we will analyze the properties of holographic conductivities.
Conductivity in External Magnetic Field
To get more information about the transformation of conductivity between x-and y-directions, we first analyze the DC conductivity near horizon. Turning on the background magnetic field with A y = Bx, gauge and metric fluctuations are given as
where indicates a perturbation parameter andḡ µν is background metric in (17) . First, we begin with the electrically charged case with B = 0. Combining the perturbed ti-and ii-components of Einstein equation, one can algebraically obtain
Notice that we set L = 1 for simplicity. In addition, the ti-component of Einstein equation yields
where indices i = j and i, j = (x, y) = (1, 2). Near the horizon (z → 1) the gauge field A y is well-defined if
which also implies that δg ti ∼ gδg zi + O(1 − z). As a result, fluctuations near the horizon can be expanded into
Now, let us turn on a nonvanishing external magnetic field. At linear order, the conserved currents along x-and y-directions can be represented as
Massaging Einstein equations with the above perturbative solution in (36), we can have the following relations near horizon
From the Ohm's law
the corresponding DC conductivity near horizon arē
where we denote
Notice that we obtain above results without considering quadratic order of the massive term O ([K] 2 ), in other word, p 2 = 0. These results imply thatσ xx = e −Uaσ yy andσ yx = −σ xy under (x, y) → (e −Ua/2 y, −e Ua/2 x). This is consistent with the result obtained in [17] when k 1 = k 2 . In this model, we can see that there exists an anomalous scaling behavior between the Hall angle and the DC conductivity. The similar behavior has also been noticed in the non-linear theory of the massive gravity for a Reissner-Nordström-AdS and hyperscaling violation geometries [17, 22] . In the next sections, we will check the above analytic results numerically motivated by membrane paradigm [23, 24] .
Conductivity from SL(2, R) invariance
Applying the transformation, (x, y) → (G y, −G −1 x), used in the previous Secion 3.1, the conserved currents at the boundary (z → 0) can be written as
where we define σ 1 = σ yx /4 and σ 2 = σ xx /4. This represents the linear response theory of the dual field theory. Now, let us study how the SL(2, R) transformation modifies the above response theory. For later convenience, we introduce new variables
Intriguinly, we find that the linear response theory is invariant under the SL(2, R) transformation if the newly defined variables trnasform as
To see in more details, let us investigate how (44) changes under the SL(2, R) transformation. Since the shift transformation in (14), (44), we focus on the transformation in (15) . If (44) is still invariant under the transformation in (15), we can conclude that the response theory is really invarinat under the SL(2, R) transformation in (13) .
The right hand side of (44) can be rewritten as
by using (16)
On the other hand, the left hand side of (44) reduces to
Here, the transformation in (15) used in the second line where
With a bit of algebra, we obtain
By using the right hand side of (44), we have
According to (49) and (52), we can show that (44) is invariant under SL(2, R) transformation. The same is true for (45).
Using the fact that σ 1 = σ yx /4 = 0 for an electrically charged system, old and new conductivities after the SL(2, R) transformation are related to each other
where G −2 = σ yy /σ xx . This result shows that after transformation,σ yy = G −2σ xx andσ xy = −σ yx .
Numerical Calculations
In this section, we will study the electric conductivity and the Hall conductivity caused by SL(2, R) transformation. Considering the case where p 2 = 0, the equations of motion are
where we have defined U 1 = U A + U B , U 2 = U A − U B , and Q = −e 2U A −2φ A t . Expanding variables near z = 0 and substituting them into the above equations of motion, we find that ifp 1 ≡ p 1 H(z) does not vanish at the boundary, (55) cannot be satisfied for k 1 = k 2 . This implies that, for H(z) =constant, only the isotropic solution is allowed. In Fig. 1 , we depict the numerically isotropic solution with
is given by a function of z and suppressed rapidly at the boundary, an anisotropic solution as well as isotropic one are possible. From now on, we concentrate on an anisotropic black brane solution with H(z) = z. Note that equations of motion in (54)-(58) are invariant under the shift of scalar field
and under the scaling of coordinates The existence of the horizon requires g(z) to be g(1) = 0 at the horizon. Due to the above scaling symmetries, in addition, the other variables at the horizon can be fixed as
where κ = −g (1) is associated with the Hawking temperature via κ = 4πT . In order to solve background equation of motion, we need horizon data as in Fig. 2 . Plot of Q shows that there exist a critical value at k 2 ≈ 4.8294 where Q approaches zero. In order to see how such a critical point relies on the values of k 1 and k 2 , we find numerically the critical point with various value of k 1 and k 2 .
Interestingly, Fig. 3 shows that numerical data are well fitted by 4(
In Fig. 4 , we draw various bulk solutions with different values of k 2 , which have an asymptotic AdS geometry. On these numerical background solution, hereafter we will investigate hydrodynamic quantities by perturbing vector and metric fluctuations.
Fluctuation
In order to obtain conductivity, we turn on the vector mode fluctuation along x and y components
and ti-and zi-components of metric fluctuation
where g ab is the background metric in (17) . Using the Fourier mode expansioñ 
where x = − y = 1.
In order to solve above equations, let us first focus on the near horizon behavior. Equations (62)-(64) are singular at the horizon due to g(1) = 0. To satisfy equations, fluctuations must have appropriate singular behaviors at the horizon. Introducing new variables with an appropriate exponent γ,Â
and
the above equations reduce to four first-order differential equations near the horizon
Rewriting these equations as the eigenvalue equation
0 0
it leads to the degenerated eigenvalues, γ = ± iΩ g (1) and its eigenvectors are given by (see [13, 34] for more details) (41) and (42) when B=0 which can be expressed as
Numerical Result
Above results are the exact form of DC conductivity in Einstein-Maxwell Scalar field theory done in [20, 10] . However, in our present anisotropic medium, we observe that (73) and (74) are consistent with our numerical data in large momentum relaxation strength, but inconsistent in small k 2 limit. However, the data plotted in Fig. 5 in y−direction obtained near AdS boundary is consistent with the speculating form
where b i ≡ 4Q 2 e − i U B −3U A . Then, we expect that if c i is implicitly dependent on parameters k 1 or k 2 , this inconsistency at k 2 1 might be due to the effects of anisotropy. We observe that the second terms in (73) and (74) dominate the first terms if we input our preferred numerical data near horizon limit so that DC conductivity would be negative if p 1 > 0 (we keep k i ≥ 0); it is also the case for the results in AC conductivity near AdS boundary in the limit ω → 0. From now, we will present our numerical results by fixing p 1 = −1 and p 2 = 0. This choice of parameter values is indeed in the parameter region of stable vector mode as discussed in [35] , even though our primary motivation is only to have positive DC conductivity. When k 2 is parametrized with k 1 and κ being fixed, c x changes as given in Fig. 6 so that σ DC,xx perfectly match, which tells us that c x is function of k 2 , and c y is independent from k 2 with constant value given in caption of Fig. 7 . However, c y changes when considered for different k 1 as given in the caption of Fig. 8 , which tells us that c y is a function of k 1 . From this, we can conclude that at fixed temperature (κ = f ixed) we should expect c i in (75) being a function of momentum relaxation, c i ≡ F (δ ij k i ). In other words, the second term in denominator in (75) should contain both k 1 and k 2 . It might be possible to manually keep parametrizing k 1 to see how c y behaves and extract the form of F (k 1 ), but we do not perform it since this is not necessary for our main goal. In y−direction, when k 2 is large, (75) becomes (74). Fig. 7-8 show fitting of numerical data for conductivity obtained near boundary (Dotted) and horizon data from (75). What we have shown so far is not surprising since people have investigated this momentum dissipation by turning only one direction and DC conductivity in both directions (x and y) should be finite, but we would like to emphasize that c i does not appear when one obtains conductivity in anisotropic medium using horizon data and resort to numerical calculation which cover whole range of momentum dissipation strength.
Notice that (75) is the real part of the following form
We have checked the expression (76) that we speculate as the general form near horizon limit when one considers anisotropic property to be well-fitted with numerical data obtained using Kubo formula near AdS boundary as long as appropriate c i is concerned.
After checking AC conductivity in ω → 0 limit with results near horizon limit, we can start analyzing optical conductivity. Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 show the different behavior of AC coductivity due to the effect of anisotropy at low frequency for both real and imaginary part. When k 2 = 0.4, the result of real part shows the presence of Drude peak near ω → 0 while for k 2 = 4.82 Drude peak disappears. Table 1 shows the numerical values for parameters from data fitting shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 . Drude form and intermediate scaling behavior are given as following
In (77) we add an offset d which should be zero when AC conductivity has Drude peak. However, in some parameter values, AC conductivity in small frequency behaves as shown in Fig. 11 , d = 0. Another interesting consequence of anisotropy in this model is that we can obtain the universal powerlaw behaviors for optical conductivity where α written in (78) is equal to 2/3 for different k 2 which describes the property of the normal mode of cuprates, high-T c superconductor [36] . As a result, we also look for value of k 2 such that b = 0 which is the case obtained by experiment. It is also quite interesting to see, at fixed temperature, how k 1 and k 2 are related such that b = 0. From Fig. 9-11 , we show the numerical results of σ yy , the Drude peak, power-law behavior and the constant phase. We obtain conductivity using Ohm's law σ(ω) = J j /E j = −J j /Ȧ j = −iA
j . Such results can be applied after putting appropriate counterterms so-called holographic renormalization [13, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42] . For optical conductivity, anisotropy affects the behavior of σ yy at low frequency limit. 3 As a result, the Drude peak for Re[σ yy ] becomes flatter when k 2 increases and at Table 1 : Parameters of the Drude formula and power laws fitting the electric conductivity.
some large values, the peak decreases its value below one as shown in Fig. 11 where numerical factor b, c and k change sign.
When k 2 = 0.4, our result in term of phase arg[σ yy (ω)] shares similar property to massive gravity theory in [9, 11] as well as the lattice model in [7, 8] . For k 2 = 2, we obtain offset b = 0 so we expect to extract some analytic form of σ yy (ω) and its phase in the range that depicts quantum critical phenomena. First, as shown in [36] , σ(ω) = c(−iω) −α = c ω −α e iαπ/2 so that arg[σ(ω)] = 90 • ×α, which is 60 • when α = 2/3. 4 Now, our numerical result in Fig. 10 where b = 0 shows that arg[σ(ω)] = 26.4 • for α = 2/3, which suggests that electric conductivity within the region of constant phase shoud be σ(ω) = cω −α e i(2π/9)α . When we consider near critical value of k 2 as shown in Fig. 11 , the peak near small frequency limit disappear with value smaller than one, and the Drude form can also be fit with additional offset d = 1.285. We also find power-law behavior with sign-changed numerical factors except the relaxation time τ as shown in Table 1 , and we then obtain arg[σ yy (ω)] < 0 and plotted as absolute phase in Fig. 11 . This is not strange to obtain negative phase due to the time reversal symmetry where σ(ω) = σ * (−ω) so that one should pick up the absolute phase. Fig. 12 shows conductivity of EM dual by using SL(2, R) transformation parametrized byQ m . As shown in Fig. 12 , for fixed values ofQ e andQ m , we observe thatσ xx =σ yy in small frequency limit and they approach each other at large frequency. According to (53), it also implies that σ xx = σ yy in small frequency limit. This behavior is due to the effect of anisotropy in x-and y-direction, but rotational symmetry remains the same as isotropic case because (53) giveσ xy = −σ yx . The results we obtain forσ yx in Fig. 12 has poles and its location shifts with respect toQ m . Similar behavior should be expected when changing k 2 since they are both responsible for breaking translation symmetry.
There are some results in Fig. 13 which share similar behavior with those obtained in [26] based on dyonic black hole is the backgound solution. First, one can check the property of S-dual for conductivity in the left plot of Fig. 13 where we have shown that whenQ m →Q e andQ e → −Q m , |σ + | → 1/|σ + | or the blue solid curve (Q e = 0,Q m = 1) becomes red-dashed curve (Q e = 1,Q m = 0). This should be obvious since we have considered SL(2, R) invariant. The right plot in Fig. 13 arē σ + (ω) defined in (46); for k 2 = 0.4 (green curves), the behavior ofσ + is qualitatively same comparing to [26] with symmetric behavior with respect to frequency (σ(ω) = σ * (−ω)), which is not affected by anisotropic property along x-and y-direction, but changes the phase and magnitude of this transport function.
We have obtained Hall conductivity in Fig. 12 with the presence of cyclotron poles shifting with respect toQ m . As a result, in Fig. 14 , we plot σ + and pole location with respect to frequency and Q m respectively. This is important to compare our results with hydrodynamic limit obtained in [26] , where σ + can be written in our notation as
whereQ 2 ≡Q 2 e /ω,H ≡Q 2 m /ω andg 2 is related to field theory variables asg −2 = √ 2N 3/2 /6π. As a result, the cyclotron frequency pole can be written as 5
where this expression is valid for small magnetic field and without momentum relaxation. Now we can return to Fig. 14 . The first two plots show the real and imaginary part ofσ + (ω) where resonance frequency closest to the origin shifts to the right; another words, cyclotron pole increases with respect to magnetic field.
The last two plots in Fig. 14 illustrates the locations of cyclotron resonance with respect toQ m . In Re(ω * ) plot, blue dotted data is numerical results for k 2 = 0.4 and pole locations at small magnetic field shifts away from the straight line (Hydrodynamic limit) due to the presence of momentum dissipation and anisotropy. Then, we obtain black dotted data 6 for k 1 = k 2 = 10 −4 (approaching isotropic and translation invariant), near small magnetic field limit, where poles are approaching hydrodynamic limit given in (79) and damped cyclotron resonance can also be observed at large magnetic field limit. In Im(σ + ) plot, the momentum dissipation strength k 2 only slightly affects the pole location at large magnetic field so that near hydrodynamic limit, our data is consistent. Fig. 15 we show the 3D plot depicting the other possible poles which fade out at large magnetic field. 5 In [26] ,Qe = −0.1 which is the opposite sign with our notation due to the definition we define field strength in (22) . Results in [26] is obtained from isometric dyonic black brane and what we show in Fig. 14 starts from RN-AdS black brane and we obtain conductivity for EM dual from SL(2, R) transformation. 6 For Imσ+ plot, we add results for k1 = k2 = 10 −4 , the one with sharp peak, for double check with Im(ω * ) plot whether or not resonance frequency really shifts very slightly 
Conclusion
In this work, we have studied Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton-Axion model minimally couple to massive gravity, which is dual to the medium with momentum relaxation and anisotropic transports. Within this model we can investigate the electric conductivity and finally obtain Hall conductivity using SL(2, R) invariant. Our primary motivation is to understand the effects of anisotropy on transport coefficients and Hall effect from EM dual using Dilatonic hairy AdS-RN backgound solutions. In order to consider momentum dissipation in a model with Chern-Simons term, we deviate from lattice theory, where scalar field breaks translation invariant, to non-linear massive gravity. We also introduce an ansatz in the reference metric (2), which instead of constant but radial dependent, to make anisotroic solutions plausible.
We have considered DC conductivity with background of magnetic field using horizon data and compare it with numerical results obtained near asymptotic AdS. The data matches very well in large momentum relaxation strength. Further investigation suggests that analytic solution near horizon limit should be generalized to our speculated form in (76), where electric conductivity σ xx and σ yy should contains both k 1 and k 2 so that both components of conductivity stay finite even though any one of the components becomes translation invariant.
After our numerical data has passed membrane paradigm, we investigated optical conductivity and fit the data with Drude form and universal scaling behavior of cuprates. Electric conductivity that we obtained illustrates the dude peak behavior. The peak decreases as k 2 increases and at critical value of k 2 , σ yy | ω→0 < 1. In this case, to fit our data with Drude form, additional offset d is needed (Table σxx   σxx 1). Quantum critical phenomena also emerges in our model so-called universal power-law behavior which exhibits within intermediate frequency range. We found the power α = 2/3 independent of k 2 . We also found particular case for k 2 = 2 which make offset b = 0 so that we can see the constant phase as 80 • × α instead of 90 • × α as in [36] .
Our final goal is to obtain Hall conductivity from SL(2, R) transformation where we have initiated the electrically charged black brane instead of dyonic solution. We have obtained Hall conductivity with the presence of cyclotron resonance with damping behavior. Even though the EM duality we have considered is a special feature of CFT, our results, at a limit k 1 , k 2 → 0, are quite consistent with MHD limit studied in [25, 26] . It would be quite interesting to see our cyclotron resonance non-trivially affected by magnetic field and charge density can be predicted in future observation.
Our final comment is that it is quite interesting to investigate further the anisotropic structure of this model such that the offset in power-law scaling behavior kept to be zero in order to better understand the constant phase. Also, with Einstein-Maxwell-Scalar Field model minimally couple to massive gravity, one can consider a system inside background magnetic field, instead of using duality transformation, to see how cyclotron resonance behaves in anisotropic medium.
